A major source of noise for the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will be space weather in the form of solar wind particles and photon pressure from fluctuating solar irradiance. The approximate magnitude of these effects can be estimated from the average properties of the solar wind and the solar irradiance. We use data taken by the ACE (Advanced Compton Explorer) satellite and the VIRGO (Variability of solar IRradiance and Gravity Oscillations) instrument on the SOHO satellite over an entire solar cycle to calculate the forces due to solar wind and photon pressure irradiance on the LISA spacecraft. We produce a realistic model of the effects of these space weather noise sources and their variation over the expected course of the LISA mission.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A major source of noise for any proposed space-borne gravitational-wave detector, such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [7] , is the influence of space weather in the form of solar wind particles and photon pressure from solar irradiance. Since the Sun is a dynamical object, space weather in the vicinity of Earth is expected to show fluctuations in time and magnitude on short timescales, as well as over the course of a full eleven-year solar cycle. The nominal LISA mission is 4 years for primary science operations with a reasonable expectation for a full mission lifetime of up to 10 years. Understanding the noise budget due to variations in space weather over these timescales is important for science operations, data analysis, and the design of the spacecraft.
LISA's nominal constellation configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . The center of the constellation will lie on the Earth's orbit, 20 • behind the Earth. Each LISA spacecraft will be on its own, individual Keplerian orbit around the Sun, but phased relative to the other two spacecraft. The constellation will appear to maintain its triangular shape to an inertial observer on Earth's orbit at the "guiding center" of the constellation, rotating clockwise around the guiding center as viewed from the Sun. Given this constellation configuration, the solar distance of each spacecraft will oscillate around 1 AU. Therefore, the LISA spacecraft are expected to experience space weather roughly comparable to Earth. [7] . LISA forms an equilateral triangle with arms around 2.5 million km in length, inclined 60 • to the ecliptic, and trailing the Earth by 20 • in its orbit. To an observer located at the center of the constellation on the Earth's orbit, the configuration appears to rotate clockwise as viewed from the Sun.
The basic design of each LISA spacecraft consists of a free-falling test mass enclosed in an external structure shielding the test mass from external influences and containing the telescopes, lasers, optical benches, and other instrumentation. The spacecraft will include a flat solar panel facing the sun at all times. This panel will provide power to the spacecraft as well as protect the instruments from the solar wind particles and incident thermal radiation from the Sun. The spacecraft will respond to disturbances from the space environment shielding the test mass and allowing it to follow the (nominally) unperturbed motion of its space-time geodesic. Each LISA spacecraft will be equipped with a network of "micro-Newton" thrusters that will push the spacecraft in response to external forces.
The magnitude of the forces due to solar wind and irradiance pressure can be estimated from the average properties of the Sun and solar wind parameters. The fluctuation of these forces on shorter timescales and their evolution over longer timescales will be relevant to LISA measurements. The main goal of this paper is to use recent space weather data taken over an entire eleven-year solar cycle to formulate a realistic picture of the space weather environment that a LISA spacecraft over any expected mission lifetime.
In our analysis we use solar wind data from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite and solar irradiance data from the VIRGO (Variability of solar IRradiance and Gravity Oscillations) experiment aboard the ESA/NASA SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) [1] [2] [3] [4] . ACE data provides solar wind velocity components and an alpha particle/proton ratio in 64 second intervals [5] . For the solar irradiance analysis we use the 60-second averaged 1996-2014 data [6] . Data from both experiments span over one solar cycle and match LISA's 10 −5 Hz to 0.1 Hz nominal observational frequency.
The ACE and SOHO satellites orbit around the Sun at the Earth-Sun L1 Lagrangian point, 150 × 10 6 kilometers closer to the Sun than Earth. At the minimum radius of LISA's orbit, r = 149.5 × 10 6 km and at the maximum LISA orbital radius, r = 150.5 × 10 6 km, the discrepancy between the ACE and VIRGO readings (assuming that the particle flux follows an inverse square law) should be about 0.7%. Thus these variations can be safely neglected when evaluating the effects of solar wind and irradiance pressure over LISA's orbit, mostly since this variation occurs at a frequency lower than detectable by LISA. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we calculate the force on the LISA spacecraft due to the solar wind. In Sec. III we calculate the force due to solar irradiance. Conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. FORCE DUE TO SOLAR WIND
The ACE dataset provides particle density and velocity of alpha particles/protons in the solar wind. This dataset can be used to calculate the force exerted on a LISA spacecraft, starting with the number of particlesN per unit time colliding with the satellite
where n is the particle number density (measured by ACE), v is the wind speed, A is the area of the LISA solar array, and φ the angle between the normal of the array and the orbital plane. The solar wind has a velocity that is not necessarily directed on a line from the Sun to the spacecraft, resulting in a net force that may point in a different direction.
To define the force on the spacecraft we use a geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system with the x axis pointing from the satellite toward the Sun and the z axis pointing along the normal of the orbital plane (see The force due to the particle collisions is
where v = {v x , v y , v z } is the particle velocity, N p and N α are the rates of proton and alpha particle collisions with the satellite, m p and m α are the proton mass and alpha particle mass, respectively, and R is the fraction of particles which are reflected off the satellite. In the following, we assume R = 1, i.e., that all particles are perfectly reflected off the LISA Solar Array as a worst-case scenario. Under this assumption, Eqs. (2) simplify to
The ACE duty cycle is 67.5% over the analyzed 11-year period, with data gaps appearing at irregular intervals. Most of these gaps are relatively short in duration, consisting of only 1 or 2 consecutive missing values and showing very small fluctuations in the values over the length of the gap. Some of these gaps are from known spacecraft processes. For instance, a time series analysis of the distance between gaps shows that there are at most 30 consecutive data readings and that every 31 st reading is a gap. These missing data are due to ACE recalibration of the nominal mode operation algorithm [28] . This process requires full range readings which have a reduced energy resolution and thus are not included in the public ACE data. To address the effect of data gaps in our analysis to eventually calculate a Fourier transform, we have developed different approaches to mitigate the effect of their presence on our results.
We classify the gaps in three categories according to their length and employ separate techniques to reconstruct the missing data: Single-value gaps (Type A), gaps ranging in length between 2 and 24 data readings (Type B), and gaps of length 25 or more (Type C). Type A data are reconstructed by a simple linear interpolation, i.e., by replacing the missing data with the average of the data values on either side of the gap. This method works quickly and efficiently and does not introduce any spurious spectral artifact on the signal. Type B gaps are filled using a linear interpolation model with added Gaussian noise. To insure that the Gaussian noise has the same statistical character of the surrounding data, σ is determined by sampling continuous stretches of data on either side of the gaps. Each pre-or post-gap stretch of data are taken to be equal in length to the gap and used to calculate individual standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 . For the ith entry in a Type B gap of length l, where 1 ≤ i ≤ l, σ 1 and σ 2 are then weighted based on how close the entry is to each stretch as
Attempts at simulating data in longer gaps will necessarily introduce spurious noise that will show up in a spectral analysis. Therefore, type C gaps are managed by windowing the data around the gaps with a function which slowly falls off to zero, reducing high frequency Gibbs phenomena in the spectrum caused by sharp discontinuities around gaps. The 25 data values on either side of Type C gaps are multiplied by half of a Hann window
where N = 51. Utilizing this approach to handling data gaps, we have analyzed the ACE data for a complete solar cycle. Our results are shown in Fig. 3 for a solar maximum period (year 2000), when the Sun is very active and the solar wind is more dynamic, and for a solar minimum period (year 2006) when the solar activity and solar wind are much more quiescent. If future solar cycles show similar activity, we expect this to be a good representation of the influence of the solar wind on LISA during its mission lifetime. The results show fluctuating forces at different frequencies with stronger peaks at lower frequencies, and a greater (smaller) amplitude of the force during the solar maximum (minimum). During the solar cycle covered by ACE, had LISA been flying, the force due to the solar wind would never have exceeded 250 nN, a value well within the requirements for LISA. Assuming that future solar cycles will not differ much from ACE observations, the solar wind should not be a significant noise source for the LISA mission.
It should be noted that solar particle activity may also influence LISA in other ways, most notably spacecraft charging. This is expected to produce noise on LISA as charges bound to the spacecraft or in the test masses moving through the interplanetary magnetic field would experience a Lorentz force. ACE data could be used to estimate this effect.
III. FORCE BY SOLAR IRRADIANCE
To calculate the force of solar radiation on the LISA spacecraft we consider the standard LISA design with a flat solar array which is always facing the Sun at a constant angle. The results presented below are specific to the exact current LISA configuration, they are easily adapted to LISA's ultimate spacecraft design and profile. Two factors contribute to radiation pressure on the panel: the direct force from the incident radiation (absorption and reflection) and the resulting back reaction due to thermal reradiation.
We assume the solar array to be made of two different materials with different optical properties: solar cells and optical solar reflectors. The solar cells may be treated as blackbody objects since they absorb light efficiently across the solar frequency spectrum. The optical solar reflectors are designed to reflect light to reduce the overall temperature of the panel and are placed where solar cells do not fit. Typical solar arrays are manufactured with a cover glass that rejects frequencies outside the effective range of the solar cells (wavelengths from smaller than ∼ 300 nm and larger than ∼ 1350 nm) [15] . This effect may be computed by using Planck's radiation law. The solar array is designed to be thermally isolated from the rest of the components. If this were not the case, the solar array would create temperature gradients within the spacecraft producing additional noise on the test mass. The thermal noise allowed in the spacecraft noise budget on the test masses is low ( [29, 30] ), so we only consider the top side of the panel when calculating the force by re-radiation.
A. Incident Solar Radiation
Since photons are largely unaffected by magnetic fields, we expect in the purely absorptive case the force of incident radiation in GSE coordinates to be
where E f is the solar irradiance (W/m 2 ), and A is the effective cross-sectional area of the solar array [14] . In our analysis we consider a modern coverglass with lower and upper wavelength ν cutoff of 300 nm and 1350 nm, respectively. Using Planck's law, the fraction of absorbed power by the panel is
where η = ν/k b T , is the reduced Planck's constant, k b is the Boltzman constant, and T is the surface temperature of the Sun. As stated above the normal vector to the solar array is inclined by an angle of a = 30 • from the plane of the solar system. Now if we include reflection and the properties of two materials of the solar array, the total force is
Here α sc = 0.9 and α osr = 0.08 are the absorption coefficients of the solar cells and the optical solar reflectors, respectively, while A sc = 3.0 m 2 and A osr = 0.3 m 2 are the respective areas [15] . Note that 2φ is used since by rotating 45 • all reflected irradiance goes entirely in the z-direction.
B. Force by Re-radiation
Photons being re-radiated by the solar array can be modeled via blackbody radiation in an isotropic fashion with a power determined via the Stefan-Boltzmann law modified by the emissivity : E F = σT 4 . To calculate the force re-radiated from the solar array, we first find the steady-state temperature of the solar array. This temperature T sat is found by equating the power entering the array to the power being re-radiated
where sc = 0.86 and osr = 0.86 are the respective emissivities of the solar cells and the optical solar reflectors. Solving for the satellite temperature we have
Since black bodies re-radiate isotropically, the net force is reduced by a factor of 1/π. Following the Stephan-Boltzmann Law, the contribution of re-radiation to the force on the spacecraft is
C. Irradiance Data from VIRGO
Just as with the ACE data, an operational difficulty with the VIRGO data for this study is the presence of many missing data points, or "gaps", in the data set. These gaps come from periods where the instruments were not taking data due to operational glitches, or the data was considered to be unreliable by the VIRGO research team. Analysis of these gaps shows the vast majority of gaps are small, with long stretches of contiguous data (typical data spans are around 300-700 data points in length before encountering a gap). A graphical analysis of these gaps is shown in Figure 4 . Ignoring the data gaps is expected to produce spurious features in the noise spectrum. Due to nature of VIRGO's gaps, the procedure of reconstructing the missing data is more complex than for ACE data. Thus we adopt a different gap-filling procedure based on machine learning. This technique allows us to reconstruct the missing data in a way which is consistent with the local characteristics of the irradiance data in the neighborhood of each gap. The algorithm first removes the DC offset of the data, and then reconstructs the data with a Gaussian Process (GP) algorithm. GPs are powerful generic supervised machine learning methods designed to solve regression problems. The advantages of GP algorithms is their ability of interpolating the observations in a probabilistic way while allowing for different relationships between data points (the "kernel") to be specified.
In our analysis, we use the GP Scikit implementation [32] based on algorithm 2.1 of [31] with a mixture of four kernels: (1) A stationary Radial-Basis Function kernel with default length scale parameter and length scale bounds (10 −5 , 1); (2) A Rational Quadratic kernel with default scale mixture parameter and bounds, length scale equal to 100 and bounds (10, 10 4 ); (3) An ExpSineSquared kernel with gain equal to 10, default periodicity with bounds (10 −2 , 10 5 ), length scale equal to 1000 and default bounds; and finally (4) a White kernel with default noise level and bounds (10 −10 , 10 −6 ) which is used to estimate the noise level of the sample.
After data reconstruction, we reduce spurious red-noise in this procedure by filtering with a 4-th order Butterworth lowpass filter below 0.008 Hz. We also apply a 2-nd order Butterworth bandpass filter with notch widths of 6 · 10 −6 Hz and 4 · 10 −4 Hz to remove artifacts due to the highest-frequency instrument noise in the 1-minute VIRGO data and its sub-harmonics at 0.005556 Hz and 0.002778 Hz, respectively. Applying our force analysis to the entire VIRGO data set results in the force time series shown in 5. There is a marked variation with solar cycle, with fluctuations around the mean force signal. The irradiance force stays within a narrow range and is well below the 100µN limit of the LISA thrusters [8] . We should note the maximum difference of irradiance from the mean due to the solar variations is about .3%, which is less the .7% variation predicted from the orbit.
The Fourier transform of the irradiance force is shown in Figure 6 . There is a strong low-frequency peak, associated with the solar cycle variation. At higher frequencies that overlap with the LISA band, there is a bump around 0.00300 Hz, as well as some prominent lines between 10 −5 and 10 −4 Hz, the signature of different pressure modes of the Sun creating fluctuations in the irradiance. Parts of the surface of the Sun move up and down, increasing and decreasing solar irradiance accordingly. Our results for this section are consistent with VIRGO dataset analysis in the solar literature [18] . The "bump" around 0.003 Hz which is the known solar "5-minute oscillation".
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have considered the archived data from a complete solar cycle as recorded by ACE and VIRGO, and used these data to model the effects that would be experienced by a single LISA spacecraft. The goal was to understand the overall spectrum of external noise influences, and to better understand transient excursions that might occur due to bursts in solar activity or unusually strong solar events. Given the data recorded over the last solar cycle, a similar variance in solar activity during the LISA mission will be well within the planned capabilities of the planned LISA flight thruster systems, and will not produce untoward amounts of noise in the LISA measurement band.
In principle, the total space weather effect on LISA should be combined (irradiance and solar wind) to find the total contribution to the LISA noise, but given the disparity between the sample rates and differing gap structure in ACE and VIRGO, such a combination is outside the scope of this paper. However the independent analysis of each effect presented here is well justified since, as expected, the force due to solar irradiance dominates over the force due to the solar wind. The overall level of the forces do fluctuate with solar cycle, peaking during solar maximum, but then falling during solar minimum. Such considerations maybe be important when ultimately considering the flight dates of a spaceborne gravitational wave observatory, but should not impact the decision for performance at the required LISA levels.
Studies like the one presented here are also of interest to the current generation of LISA modeling, where high fidelity end-to-end simulations of the LISA noise and LISA data are being produced as part of the LISA Consortium's effort to begin developing the complex pipelines that will be needed for LISA data analysis.
There are some questions that have not been answered as part of this study, but may be interesting in future work. Foremost would the aforementioned influence of solar activity on spacecraft charging rates. Spurious charge is expected to be a source noise that is mitigated by an onboard charge management system which expulses accumulated charge via photoelectric ejection; significant variations in the charging rate must be able to be addressed by the performance specs of this system. Since the solar wind is a strong source of cosmic rays, it would be interesting to build a higher fidelity model of the spacecraft-solar wind interaction that accounts for embedding and penetration of high energy particles, rather than using the hard-sphere collision model employed here. It would also be of interest to consider whether or not LISA housekeeping data, in particular the spacecraft's thermal state and its thruster record, could be used as the input for an inverse problem to describe the space weather environment around LISA. This would provide multi-point measurements of the solar output which might plausibly be useful to the space weather community.
